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Based on Gary Born's well-known treatise, International Commercial Arbitration: Commentary and

Materials, one of the leading authorities in the field, this new casebook is a thoroughly international

approach to international commercial arbitration, focusing on the New York Convention and

UNCITRAL Model Law.   International Arbitration: Cases and Materials features:    An easy-to-use

and accessible structure, organized chronologically to follow the course of an international

arbitration (arbitration agreements, arbitral proceedings, arbitral awards)   Judicial decisions and

statutory materials that are drawn from all leading jurisdictions (including Europe, Asia, United

States and Canada)   Arbitral awards under all leading rules    A thorough treatment of international

arbitration in the United States, under the FAA   Materials on investment arbitration and

state-to-state arbitration, which are used as comparisons to commercial materials.    Gary Born has

skillfully distilled his authoritative two-volume treatise to produce International Arbitration: Cases and

Materials, an equally authoritative, yet completely accessible casebook.
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Gary Born has just published a great new casebook that is certain to become a standard text for

international arbitration courses around the world. Everyone knows Born's multi-volume treatise,

which is invaluable as a reference tool, but hardly appropriate for the classroom. Now we have both,

a great casebook to introduce the material to students and a definitive treatise for the practitioner.

The Born empire continues to grow. ... Most law professors are guided by the law of inertia. They



are objects at rest who resist change at almost all costs, particularly when it comes to changing

casebooks after years of teaching. It requires a particular force of nature to overcome this law of

inertia. Gary Born is a force of nature. --Professor Roger Alford, Pepperdine Law SchoolThis

casebook is a masterpiece without peer in the international arbitration casebook market. Its

publication, following the release of Born's 2009 treatise [International Commercial Arbitration],

provides students with an invaluable resource and will help to ensure the continuation of the rich

and invaluable dialogue between practitioners and academics in our field. --Professor Peter (Bo)

Rutledge, University of Georgia Law School...an excellent and truly international tool for

understanding arbitration [that will enable academics] all around the world to teach international

arbitration on the basis of Born's global experience. --Prof. Paul Oberhammer, University of Zurich

Gary Born is a must for young lawyers.Thanks Gary

In good condition. As expected.

A whole new and well-delivered book. Hardcover and good-qualified paper and printing. Really

thick. I have a lot to read!

Many thanks for such a prompt and great delivery! I was expecting the book I ordered several

weeks later. I am very impressed of the fast and good service. Keep up with the good work!

congratulations

Bought it used and it is in acceptable shape. The covers look a little old and has a lot of notes and

highlighting (which is sometimes useful)

Fresh as new one. Great. No wear, no notes.
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